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Thom:Thank you for the update.Zapruder HearingThe media interest obviously makes how this is 

characterized at the hearing, after the hearing and in the after-the-fact news release very important.  I'm 

particularly focused on seeking to ensure that no one on the Hill or in the Administration gets rattled and 

complicates our extension efforts.RankinI agree that the Rankin story has a lot of potential.  I'm anxious to 

hear what else you guys find out there.Cooper FilmHe wrote me a letter saying that they are marketing the 

film and the original will eventually go to the Sixth Floor Museum (a total reversal of what he previously told 

me).  Eileen has a copy of the letter.  I've paged him several times, but he has not returned the page.  

Unfortunately, we're not going to get anything more out of him.NagellI'd be interested ins seeing the draft 

release and I should advise the family members before the records are released.AP WireWe just sent the draft 

Deed of Gift for the copy of the AP wire copy to Richard Barnes this week.  He is keeping the original wire 

copy; we already have the copy that will go to the Archives.  I told him that I would share a draft news release 

with him before we did anything on it.  We can do the news release whenever we want.  David and I had 

talked about waiting a little while after the recent publicity on other original wire copy that was 

auctioned.Lifton TapesI have called and e-mailed David several times; no response yet.  Jeremy was going to 

try and make contact with him to see if there is a problem or he just hasn't focused on the tapes. Clay Shaw 

PapersDave Snyder should be sending the Clay Shaw papers this week.  A draft Deed of Gift is in the mail to 

him.  Once we receive the papers, the timing is up to us.  As David Marwell knows, there is the prospect of 

getting more of Shaw's papers from a friend of Shaw's with whom Snyder has been helping us.Tom    To:	Tom 

Samoluk/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, Jeremy Gunn/ARRB, Eileen Sullivan/ARRB From:	Thom 

Wilborn/ARRB   Date:	04/16/97 03:23:53 PMSubject:	FYII have received about the same amount of media 

interest in our April 24 Board meeting as we did in the April 2 hearing.  C-Span will decide Monday if they will 

cover it.  AP, Newsday, Fox are all interested in covering.  Other news organization were notified via voice mail 

and I didn't get their reaction.  My bet is C-Span will pass if there is other action, especially on the Hill.  AP will 

be here and will carry the open meeting on the daybook, so other media representatives may show if news is 

slow.  Jack has an interview scheduled at AP Radio in the morning and has been asked by WMAL to tape a 

show with Ms. Saunders for broadcast later that night.  Mike Dorman wants a quick briefing after the meeting 

with as much info as he can get.  By the way, Mike is trying to work a deal with a national magazine (he 

mentioned The New Yorker) to write a story on ARRB.  I said we'd help as much as possible.The FBI press 

release is written (as you know) and now working through the system.  Nagell is partly written.  I'm going to 
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